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Abstract
As part of a research program, it was desired to better understand the impact of the rotating chamber alignment with the barrel throat on the
precision and accuracy of a novel cased telescoped (CT) ammunition firing rifle. In order to perform the study, a baseline CT ammunition chamber
which was concentric with a Mann barrel bore was manufactured. Additionally, six chambers were manufactured with an offset relative to the
barrel bore. These chambers were used to simulate a misaligned chamber relative to the bore axis. Precision and accuracy tests were then performed
at 200 m in an indoor range under controlled conditions. For this project, 5.56 mm CT ammunition was used. As the chamber axis offset relative
to the gun bore was increased, the mean point of impact was displaced away from the target center. The shift in the impact location is explained
by the presence of in-bore yaw which results in lateral throw-off and aerodynamic jump components. The linear theory of ballistics is used to
establish a relationship between the chamber misalignment and the resulting projectile mean point of impact for a rifle developed to fire CT
ammunition. This relationship allows for the prediction of the mean point of impact given a chamber misalignment.
Crown Copyright © 2016 Production. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The introduction of new electronic sights to increase
warfighters’ awareness and communication capability on the
battlefield has the potential to significantly increase their effectiveness. However, these new pieces of equipment increase the
weight burden that must be carried by the soldiers. This, in turn,
reduces their mobility and agility.
Two areas where significant weight reduction could be
achieved are the weapon system and the ammunition. In order
to reduce the weight of the ammunition, several concepts are
being investigated and reached a high technology readiness
level. Among these, polymer cased ammunition, caseless
ammunition (CL) and cased telescoped ammunition (CT) are
the most promising. Using these technologies, ammo/link
weight reduction of the order of 37% and 12% volume reduction could eventually be achieved [1].
For polymer cased ammunition, a standard rifle chamber can
be used. However, for CL and CT ammunition a rotating or
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sliding cylindrical chamber must be used for both in-line, push
through feed and ejection. With such a mechanism, there exists
a possibility that the rotating or sliding chamber axis be slightly
misaligned with the barrel axis. If this occurs, as the projectile
is propelled out of the CT ammunition casing and it enters the
leade (freebore) area before the barrel engraving, the projectile
axis relative to the barrel axis will be at an angle. Therefore, the
projectile gets engraved in the rifling at an angle relative to the
barrel axis. This misalignment or tilt of the projectile has been
shown to result in a lateral throw-off at the muzzle and an
aerodynamic jump.
This is significant for high-precision gun designers as the
aerodynamic jump and lateral throw-off are a significant source
of dispersion. In the case of a CT ammunition rifle with a
misaligned chamber, it is believed that this would affect the
accuracy of the rifle in the form of a bias in the mean impact
point and to a lesser extent the precision. This is explained by
the fact that in the case of a misaligned chamber, the projectile
would generally be always tilted in the same direction as it gets
engraved after exiting the chamber.
In order to reduce the bias and the dispersion associated with
the aerodynamic jump and the lateral throw-off, the gun’s twist
rate can be reduced to lower the spin rate of the projectile at the
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Fig. 1. Nomeenclature for a projjectile with in-borre yaw (adapted froom McCoy
[8]).

Gkritzapis and Panagiotoopoulos [6] for firing sidewisee from air
vehicles. T
They used a moodified linear 66-DOF flight simulation
code to prredict the bulllet trajectory. The coupled epicyclic
pitching annd yawing motiion of the first 100 m of the trrajectories
studied aree used for theirr analysis.
As part of a research pprogram, it wass desired to bettter understand the iimpact of the rrotating or slidding chamber aalignment
with the bbarrel throat oon the precisioon and accuraccy of the
weapon sysstem. In the firrst part of the paaper, the linearr theory of
ballistics iis used to devvelop a relatioonship betweenn the CT
ammunitioon projectile in--bore tilt due too chamber misaalignment
and the meean impact poinnt location on a target.
The seccond part of thee paper presents the experimental setup
that was deeveloped to verrify the effect oof the chamber misalignment on thhe precision and accuracy of tthe weapon sysstem. The
experimenttal results are then presenteed for the varioous cases
studied. Fiinally, the preddiction obtaineed using the thheoretical
relationshipp, developed aas part of this project, is com
mpared to
the experim
mental results.
2. Analytiical model

muzzlee. However, fo
or the projectille to remain gyroscopically
g
stable, the spin rate must be kept high enough such that the
mains above 1 for all firing
gyrosccopic stability factor, Sg, rem
conditiions.
Latteral throw-offf of a projectilee was first stud
died by Mann
[2] ussing statically unbalanced
u
pro
ojectiles havin
ng a center of
mass ooff the axial ax
xis. The aerody
ynamic jump was
w also investigateed by Mann [2]] using dynamiically unbalancced projectile.
Muurphy [3] studied a yaw ind
duction techniq
que for spinstabiliized projectiles using mass asymmetry. He
H developed
a matthematical rellationship thatt relates the size of the
tricycllic arm and thee dynamic unb
balance due to a slight mass
asymm
metry.
Morre recently, Riitter [4] and Beyer
B
and Ritteer [5] used a
custom
m made small caliber gun brreech to quantiify the initial
motionn of unmodifieed small calib
ber projectiles. In studying
videos of the projecttile at the tube exit, they obseerved considerable off-axis motio
on. Additionall experiments to study and
undersstand the impliccations of this motion
m
are bein
ng developed
by the authors.
In-bbore yaw effeccts on lateral th
hrow-off and aerodynamic
a
jump for small calliber projectiles were also studied by

Using thhe linear theoryy of ballistics, an analytical m
model was
developed in order to prredict the projjectile deflectiion at the
target given
en a chamber m
misalignment oor projectile inn-bore tilt.
The relatioonship was devveloped based on the work of Murphy
[7] on the llinearized swerrving motion of rotationally symmetric
projectiles.. In developingg the model, thhe total incidennce of the
projectile w
was assumed too be small (i.e. <15°). The projectile
is assumedd to be rotationaally symmetricc both in shape and mass
distributionn. As the projeectile exits the misaligned chhamber to
enter the ggun barrel, it geets tilted. The ttilt is assumed to persist
as the projjectile gets enngraved into thhe rifling of thhe barrel.
Further asssuming no bouuncing or ballotting of the projjectile, its
axis of sym
mmetry follows a precession motion aroundd the axis
of the gun..
The tilteed bullet is illuustrated in Figg. 1. The in-boore yaw is
labeled . The initial com
mplex yaw at thhe muzzle is ggiven by

0 = (sin ) ei0

(1)

where ei0 = cos0 + i sinn 0.
The inittial roll angle aat the muzzle, 0, is the anglee between
the verticallly upward plaane and the plaane containing both the
in-bore yaw
w and the boree axis.
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The initial yaw rate or angular velocity of the tilted
projectile at the muzzle · 0 is caused by its spin. The initial yaw
rate is the product of the spin rate and the sine of the in-bore
yaw

·0 = ip(sin )ei0

(2)

The independent variable in Eq. (2) can be changed from the
time to the dimensionless distance, s, using the following relationship
t

s=

1
d

∫

Vdt
0

(3)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), the initial rate becomes
⎛⎜ 2⎞⎟
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where n is the rifle barrel twist rate in calibers/turn.
The generalized aerodynamic jump equation was derived by
Murphy [7] and only the final result is reproduced here for
brevity
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y
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coefficient and CMis the pitching moment coefficient.
Substituting the equations for the initial yaw and initial yaw
rate in the generalized aerodynamic jump equation, one obtains
the relationship for the aerodynamic jump of a projectile with
in-bore yaw
⎡⎛ 2⎞⎟ 2
⎛C ⎟⎞
J = −i
k − k 2 )⎜⎜ L ⎟sin
⎤ei0
(6)
⎥
⎟
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⎥
⎦
The aerodynamic jump can easily be determined provided
the in-bore yaw, , is known. The in-bore yaw can be approximated geometrically by considering a projectile exiting a misaligned chamber and engaging in the rifling of a barrel.
However, the method was found to yield non-satisfactory
results and was not used for the present study. Alternatively, the
in-bore yaw could have been estimated using orthogonal
cameras at the muzzle during the firing. This option was not
retained for the trial. In planning for this trial, it was decided to
locate to high-speed orthogonal camera in the vicinity of the
expected first maximum yaw for the 5.56 mm projectile. More
details on the experimental setup will be given in the following
section.
Having the first maximum yaw associated with each projectile, it is possible to compute the in-bore yaw angle using Kent’s
equation. Kent’s equation derivation was first published by
A
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y
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3

Solving Eq. (7) for the in-bore yaw angle yields

=
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(2I y
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(8)

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) yields a mean of predicting
the in-bore yaw angle resulting from CT ammunition chamber
misalignment based on the mean impact point observed at the
target
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In addition to the aerodynamic jump component, there is a
lateral throw-off component that arises because of the in-bore
yaw angle of the projectile. Referring to Fig. 1, and assuming that
the projectile tilt occurs at the mid-point of the cylindrical portion
of the projectile, then there will be a static unbalance if the center
of mass is located either ahead of or aft of the mid-point.
The relationship between the static unbalance and the tilt
angle is given by McCoy [8] as follows
ˆ ⎛
⎞
1

= ⎜⎜ L + L −CG ⎟⎟sin 
(10)
N⎟
d ⎜⎝ N 2 CYL
⎠

The lateral throw-off due to the bullet tilt at the muzzle is
computed using the following equation derived in McCoy [8]
⎡⎛ 2⎞⎛ ̂ ⎞

 ⎤

(11)
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Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (11), one gets the lateral
throw-off due to the in-bore bullet tilt
1
⎞
⎞ ⎤
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Both the aerodynamic jump and the lateral throw-off can
McShane et al. [9]. It relates the first maximum yaw angle to the
in-bore yaw angle as follows
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then be added to obtain the total projectile deflection
resulting from the chamber misalignment. This will be
shown in the Results and discussion section.
3. Experimental setup and procedure
Tests were performed in the DRDC aeroballistic range.
This is an indoor firing range that allows for accuracy and
precision trials under controlled environmental conditions.
The distance to the target was set at 200 m. The
sin 
max

⎛
⎛ I
⎞⎟

=⎜2 y −1⎞⎟⎟⎜⎜
⎟
⎜⎝ I x
⎠⎟⎜⎜⎝ 1−1 Sg ⎟⎠

(7)

projectile velocity was measured over the whole trajectory
using a Doppler radar. The average muzzle velocity for rounds
fired was determined to be
944.9 m/s. The center of the field of view of two orthogonal
high-speed cameras was positioned at 0.9 m from the muzzle of
the barrels. These orthogonal projectile images were combined
to extract the projectile first maximum yaw angle required for
the data analysis.
The aeroballistic range and the firing position including the
accuracy test fixture, test stand and the two high-speed cameras
are shown in Fig. 2.
The Mann barrel and the CT ammunition chamber were
mounted on a derivative of the standard NATO accuracy test
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Fig. 2. A
Accuracy test fixtture, test stand and
a
the two high-speed cameras
(circled)).

5

Fig.. 4. Cut-away draw
wing of the 5.56 m
mm CT ammunitionn.

v
is shown in Fig. 3. The barrel length
fixturee. A close-up view
was 18 inches (457
7 mm). The accuracy test fixture was
designed to ensure th
hat it had miniimum impact on
o bullet dispersionn. This was don
ne through two means: properrly restraining
barrel m
movement and
d soft mounting
g the test fixture on the main
test staand. The barrell was held at two
t points: neaar the muzzle
and neear the chamberr. Near the mu
uzzle, lateral movement
m
was
constraained. Howeveer, movement was
w permitted
d in the axial
directioon to accountt for potentiall barrel heatin
ng. Near the
chamber the barrel was
w fixed with no
n movement peermitted. Soft
mountiing of the accurracy test fixturee was accompliished through
the usee of two paralleel rods and a sp
pring-damper sy
ystem. Movement w
was permitted along
a
the axiall direction thereby distributing oveer time the reccoil forces exp
perienced by th
he barrel. The
accuraccy fixture wass mounted on a test stand th
hat was sufficientlyy heavy that it did
d not move ass a result of thee firing event.
For this project, 5.56 mm CT ammu
unition was used as shown in
Fig. 4. All ammunition was conditiioned to 21 °C
C. The barrels
were nnot conditioned
d.

For eachh barrel test serries, point of aaim was adjusteed using a
bore sight laser. A Leuupold MK 4 L
LR/T 6.5 × 20 × 50 mm
optical sighht was used too ensure that thhe fixture did not move
from one firing to the next. No moovement was observed
throughoutt the firings.
The Dopppler radar, an OPOS ED10000, was mounteed slightly
behind andd to the left of the test fixturee. It measured the bullet
velocity aloong the total fllight path.
A papeer target (Fig. 55) was used w
which could be advanced
after each series. Bullet ppoint of impactt was evaluatedd using an
optical meeasuring system
m. A high resollution photo off the target
was takenn after each shoot by a cameraa placed in froont of the
target. Thee image was doownloaded imm
mediately to a computer
program w
where a technollogist selected the point of im
mpact with
a cursor. M
Measurement aaccuracy using this system waas ±1 mm.
In ordeer to perform thhis study, a breeech block wass designed
with a cyliindrical chambber as shown in Fig. 6. In addittion to the
baseline cchamber whichh is concentricc with the Maann barrel
bore, six aadditional cham
mbers were mannufactured withh an offset
relative too the barrel borre. Three chambbers were mannufactured

Fig. 3. Close-up view
v
of the test staand and the Mann
n barrel.

Fig. 5 . Paper target systtem.
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Fig. 6. CT ammunitio
on Mann-barrel drrawing. Parts: 1 – central block; 2 –
barreel; 3 – chamber; 5 – Kistler pressure transducer;
t
6 – CT
T round; 8 – firing pin
p
systeem.

withh rightward misalignments off 0.010 inch (0..254 mm), 0.01
15
inchh (0.381 mm) and
a 0.020 inch (0.508 mm) respectively. Thu
us,
wheen looking from
m being the mo
ount, the chamb
ber axis is to th
he
righht of the barrell axis. Similarly
y, three chamb
bers were manu
ufacttured with upward misalignmeents of 0.010 in
nch (0.254 mm),
0.0115 inch (0.381 mm) and 0.020
0 inch (0.508 mm)
m respectivelly.
Thuus, when lookin
ng from being the mount, thee chamber axis is
abovve the barrel ax
xis for these caases.
T
The test matrix
x followed durin
ng the trial is sh
hown in Table 1.
Onee series of 30 ro
ounds was fired
d for each conffiguration exceept
for tthe standard co
onfiguration for which 2 seriees were fired. For
F
all oof these 30 rou
unds attempted
d, some misfirees occurred succh
thatt, in the end, each
e
series con
nsisted of less than 30 impaact
poinnts.
4. R
Results and diiscussion
P
Precision and accuracy
a
tests were
w performed
d at 200 m in an
a
indooor range und
der controlled
d conditions for
f the baselin
ne
cham
mber and the siix additional ch
hambers with an
a offset. For th
his
projject, 5.56 mm CT ammunitio
on was used. The
T mean impaact
poinnt for each chaamber tested is shown in Fig. 7. Each point in
Fig.. 7 correspondss to one of the series listed in
n Table 1.
A
As seen from th
his figure, as th
he chamber ax
xis offset relativ
ve
to thhe gun bore is increased, the mean
m
point of impact is moveed
to thhe right for thee horizontally offset
o
chamberr and upward for
f
the vertically offset chamber. Th
he shift in the impact locatio
on
can be explained by
b the presencee of in-bore yaaw which resultts

Mean point of impaact of CT ammunittion at 200 m, as ffired from seven
Fig. 7. M
different cchambers. DV-1, D
DH-1: 0.010 inchh offset; DV-2, DH
H-2: 0.015 inch
offset; DV
V-3, DH-3: 0.020 iinch offset.

in a latteral throw-offf and an aeroddynamic jump component.
Howeveer, the fact thatt the mean poiint of impact ((MPI) is displaced iin the same direection as the chhamber offset ((vertically or
horizonttally) cannot bbe explained phhysically. It is bbelieved that
if the baarrel had been slightly longerr or shorter, thee MPI would
have beeen in a directiion different frrom the chambber displacement. T
This will be verrified in a folloow-up study byy cutting the
barrel ddown to variouss lengths and rrepeating the ffiring at each
length. The MPI shiffts outward froom the target center with
increaseed chamber offfset because thhe aerodynam
mic jump and
the laterral throw-off inncrease due to a larger in-boree yaw. As the
tilted prrojectile moves down the baarrel, the projeectile in-bore
yaw anggle orientationn constantly chhanges followinng the barrel
twist raate. Thus, for a given misalligned chambeer, a slightly
longer oor shorter barrel would have given a differeent direction
for the M
MPI shift.
In orrder to correlatte the MPI shifft to the chamber offset, the
first-maax yaw angle w
was required. Ass mentioned preeviously, two
high-speeed orthogonaal cameras loccated at 0.9 m from the
muzzle were used to obtain the pitcch and the yaw
w of the projectile. A
An example is shown in Fig. 8 for the fourthh firing made
with thee second horizzontally offsett chamber DH-2. The first
maximuum yaw angle is found by com
mbining the anggle measured
in the yyaw plane and tthe pitch in thee pitch plane. T
The approximate loccation of the fiirst maximum yyaw along the trajectory is

Tablee 1
Test matrix.
Conffiguration

Axial misalig
gnment of the
chamber/inch
hes

Temperaature/°C

Number of seeries of 30 shots

Measuured parameters

Standdard CT
DH-1(#1)CT
DV-11(#2)CT
DH-22(#3)CT
DV-22(#4)CT
DH-33(#5)CT
DV-33(#6)CT

0.000
0.010 horizon
ntally
0.010 verticaally
0.015 horizon
ntally
0.015 verticaally
0.020 horizon
ntally
0.020 verticaally

+21
+21
+21
+21
+21
+21
+21

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

D,MV
V,,Y&P
D,MV
V,,Y&P
D,MV
V,,Y&P
D,MV
V,,Y&P
D,MV
V,,Y&P
D,MV
V,,Y&P
D,MV
V,,Y&P

DH: displaced horizon
ntally; DV: displaceed vertically; D: diispersion measured
d; MV: muzzle vellocity measured; Y
Y&P: projectile yaaw and pitch, estim
mated from the
high speed camera pho
otos.
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Referring tto Fig. 1 in orrder to compuute the lateral throw-off
associated with the 5.566 mm CT projeectile tilt, the following
parameterss are required ((in caliber)
LN = 2.13 ccal
LCYL = 1.566 cal
CGN = 2.558 cal

Fig. 8. H
High-speed video image
i
used to extraact the first maxim
mum yaw angle of
the projeectile after the muzzzle exit.

approxximately known
n prior to testin
ng from prior knowledge
k
of
the proojectile physiccal and aerody
ynamic propertties. As seen
from T
Table 2, the maagnitude of thee first maximum
m yaw correlates w
with the chamb
ber misalignmeent both in thee vertical and
horizonntal directions..
Thee values of th
he projectile aerodynamic and physical
parameeters required to
t compute thee aerodynamic jump associated w
with the projectile in-bore tillt are tabulated
d in Table 2.

The com
mputed deflecctions for the various test cases are
shown in Table 3. For these calculaations, the iniitial roll
angle, 0, for the projecctile was not aavailable experiimentally.
However, uusing a high-fi
fidelity 6-DOF model of the 5.56 mm
projectile, it was possiblee to determine tthe initial roll aangle that
m yaw. An
yielded thee experimentallly determined first maximum
initial roll angle, 0, veryy close to 180°° was determined for the
horizontallly offset chambber, whereas innitial roll anglee, 0, very
close to 2770° was determ
mined for the veertically offset chamber.
A compari son between thhe experimentaally determinedd MPI and
the theorettically determinned MPI is shoown in Fig. 9. Although
the comparrison is not perrfect, the generaal trend in the ddeflection
of the MPII is well pickedd up by theoretiical model. Thee discrepancies couuld be due to tthe rough appproximation maade when
estimating the static unnbalance of thee projectile duue to the
were determineed using a
projectile ttilt. Furthermoore, the MPI w
single sampple of less thann 30 rounds duee to the misfireed rounds.
Additionall firing could ppossibly yield slightly differennt MPI.
5. Conclu
usion
An anallytical method based on the liinear theory off ballistics
was develooped to evaluaate the influencce of a CT am
mmunition
rifle chambber misalignment on the meaan point of imppact location of a grrouping from thhat same rifle. T
The results inddicate that

Table 2
o compute the aero
odynamic jump forr the various cham
mber configurationns.
Physicall and aerodynamic properties used to
Chambeer
Standardd CT
DH-1(#11)CT
DV-1(#22)CT
DH-2(#33)CT
DV-2(#44)CT
DH-3(#55)CT
DV-3(#66)CT

Axial missalignment of
the chamb
ber/inches

MPI
M in
x/cm
x

MPI in
y/cm

First max
yaw angle/(°)

Sg

0.000
0.010 horrizontally
0.010 verrtically
0.015 horrizontally
0.015 verrtically
0.020 horrizontally
0.020 verrtically

−5.0
−
15.3
1
−3.7
−
19.1
1
−8.6
−
34.9
3
−8.6
−

−5.1
−4.2
1.0
−9.4
6.6
−14.0
24.6

1.55
5.00
5.31
16.19
11.58
19.69
20.78

2.41
2.41
2.41
2.41
2.41
2.41
2.41

Iy
Ix

CL

CM

ky

8.55
8.55
8.55
8.55
8.55
8.55
8.55

2.53
2.53
2.53
2.53
2.53
2.53
2.53

2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39

00.9273
00.9273
00.9273
00.9273
00.9273
00.9273
00.9273

2

k x2
0.1085
0.1085
0.1085
0.1085
0.1085
0.1085
0.1085

N (cal/

Muzzzle

rev)

veloocity/(m·s−1)

32
32
32
32
32
32
32

938.2
943.1
942.5
948.7
947.6
948.2
946.1

Table 3
he different config
gurations.
Computeed deflection for th
Chambeer

Ax
xial misalignment of
o
thee chamber/inches

JA

TL

Deflection due
to JA/cm

Deflectioon due
to TL/cm

Tootal
deeflection/cm

Standardd CT
DH-1(#11)CT
DV-1(#22)CT
DH-2(#33)CT
DV-2(#44)CT
DH-3(#55)CT
DV-3(#66)CT

0.0
000
0.0
010 horizontally
0.0
010 vertically
0.0
015 horizontally
0.0
015 vertically
0.0
020 horizontally
0.0
020 vertically

0.000
0219
0.000
0705
0.000
0748
0.002
2254
0.001623
0.002
2724
0.002
2868

−8.3
308E−05
−0.0
0002676
−0.0
0002842
−0.0
0008563
−0.0
0006165
−0.0
001034
−0.0
001089

4.37
14.09
14.97
45.09
32.46
54.48
57.37

−1.66
−5.35
−5.68
−17.13
−12.33
−20.70
−21.79

22.71
88.74
99.28
277.96
200.13
333.79
355.58
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relationnship to predicct the projecttile in-bore tiilt based on
chambeer misalignmennt. Furthermorre, additional ffiring should
be perfo
formed to imprrove the confiidence in the eexperimental
mean pooint of impact.. Finally, in a suubsequent triall, orthogonal
camerass should be possitioned at the muzzle of the gun in order
to extraact experimentaally the initial roll position of the projectile insteead of relying on 6-DOF sim
mulations.
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